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Whilst researching 

Edward Hilder, I came 

across this fascinating 

and detailed article 

from the Gardeners’ 

Chronicle and 

Agricultural Gazette of 

the 23rd January 1864 

(pages 52 – 53).  

Because of its size, I 

thought it best not to 

include it in my general 

article on Mr Hilder, but 

to present it here as an 

additional file. 

Who the article was 

written by is not stated, 

but they clearly 

admired Mr Hilder more 

than they did the dreary 

and gloomy waste of 

Woking Common!  
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The article adds considerably to our knowledge of 

farming in the Woking area in the mid 19th 

century, just as the waste of Woking Common was 

being taken over for houses, rather than sheep. 

The 1861 census1 noted that Mr Hilder farmed 

554 acres (rising to 870 acres by 18712), so the 

article is a little short when it notes that ‘the land 

altogether in Mr Hilder’s hands is about 500 acres 

in extent’, but its mention of ‘a herd of 50 to 70 

cows’ and ‘a dry flock of Hampshire sheep, varying 

from 200 to 400 head’ – ties in with the sale of 

‘53 prime beasts’ and ‘400 fat sheep’ a reported 

in July 18703. 

Again we know from the 1861 census that Mr 

Hilder then employed 23 men and 12 boys, but 

this article adds to our knowledge with the detail 

that the ‘labour bill varied between £1,000 and 

£1,100 per annum’.  

It also notes that it took ‘four men, a boy, and two 

women’, to feed, clean and milk from 50 to 70 

cows, and that ‘16 to 18 farm horses are 

employed in the cultivation and carriage’ of the 

farm. 

The most interesting aspect of this article, 

however, is the detail it goes into on the day-to-

day running of the business – especially the 

rearing of pigs (which is not hinted at in any of the 

other newspapers examined), and whilst the 

report in June 18724 gives some idea of prices, 

this report goes into much more detail of the 

value (and costs) of both animals and crops.. 

Mr Hilder was evidently quite a forward thinking 

man.  


